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the sky is great
is like is everyday
the town is full of â€¦
make me feel a certain way
hoping that some sushi put me in some ..
my eyes on the money the only reason i am gonna
keep on
and i am back in the zone and is funny
.. the cologne â€¦i am back â€¦
hope the shit from my .. don't become me

horses like the dirty â€¦i am spitting .. give too much
space
like the abducted .. i want it all like people me and â€¦
i am getting in the car see the top is always ..
i am not the one in . you mean i am .. bitches and â€¦
she jogging she is in the car with me she take me
shopping
she trip me .. living out of my fathers hopes

chorus
the sky is great
is like is everyday
the town is full of â€¦
make me feel a certain way
hoping that some sushi put me in some ..
my eyes on the money the only reason i am gonna
keep on
and i am back in the zone and is funny
.. the cologne â€¦i am back â€¦
hope the shit from my .. don't become me

all the folks use to think i was a piece of shit
used to beat crack money then i got my ..
i ain't just holding this gun i am sleeping with it
.. put it down outside
now is room service for dinner
i ain't even tell you .. for dinner
.. my niggers left like .. entrepreneur .. actors
leave you a car for a .. me and banks got our eyes on
the ..
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chorus
the sky is great
is like is everyday
the town is full of â€¦
make me feel a certain way
hoping that some sushi put me in some ..
my eyes on the money the only reason i am gonna
keep on
and i am back in the zone and is funny
.. the cologne â€¦i am back â€¦
hope the shit from my .. don't become me

i am the best thing .. my haters
.. gangster favor our baby born .. family problem
.. kicking with some .. get the money
.. hope my enemies don't get none
.. side ways .. cool grammy bitches ..
competition and shook them right off the map

chorus
the sky is great
is like is everyday
the town is full of â€¦
make me feel a certain way
hoping that some sushi put me in some ..
my eyes on the money the only reason i am gonna
keep on
and i am back in the zone and is funny
.. the cologne â€¦i am back â€¦
hope the shit from my .. don't become me
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